We demonstrate, experimentally and theoretically, controlled loading of an exciton-polariton vortex chain into a 1D array of trapping potentials. Switching between two types of vortex chains, with topological charges of the same or alternating sign, is realised by means of appropriate shaping of an incoherent pump beam that drives the system to the regime of bosonic condensation. In analogy to spin chains, these vortex sequences realise either a "ferromagnetic" or an "anti-ferromagnetic" order, whereby the role of spin is played by the orbital angular momentum. The "ferromagnetic" ordering of vortices is associated with the formation of a persistent chiral current. Our results pave the way for controlled creation of nontrivial distributions of orbital angular momentum and topological order in a periodic exciton-polariton system.
Introduction.-Microcavity exciton polaritons attract a great deal of interest as an accessible solid-state platform for fundamental studies of non-equilibrium macroscopic quantum systems [1] [2] [3] [4] , as well as development of the polariton-based optoelectronics [5] . These quasiparticles arise due to hybridisation of electron-hole pairs (excitons) and photons in high-quality planar microcavities with embedded semiconductor quantum wells. Bosonic nature of exciton polaritons allows for spontaneous formation of macroscopic coherent states similar to BoseEinstein condensates (BECs) [6] [7] [8] [9] .
The spin degree of freedom [4] and tunable interactions between multiply coupled polariton condensates have recently enabled the realisation of driven-dissipative bosonic spin lattices [10, 11] . In particular, a crossover from an antiferromagnetic state (with staggered spins) to a ferromagnetic state (with aligned spins) in such polaritonic lattices has been observed. It was shown that these periodic systems are analogous to the Ising spin model, the latter being very successful in describing a wide range of condensed matter phenomena. Furthermore, creation of periodic polariton arrays with controllable interactions between the nodes enabled demonstration of pseudo-spin lattices, which can be used as analogue simulators of XY Hamiltonians [12] .
In principle, the role of spin in the spin lattices and polariton simulators can be played by the orbital angular momentum, provided the latter is quantised, welldefined on a single lattice cell, and controllable. Being a quantum fluid, polariton condensate hosts a wide variety of quantum vortices [13, 14] with an integer topological charge defined by the phase winding around the vortex core. Polaritons optically injected by separated and independent incoherent pump spots can experience phase-locking, producing up to 10 2 vortices and antivortices that extend over tens of microns across the sample and remain locked for a long time [15] . However, the polariton vortex lattices demonstrated in experiments so far are characterised by spontaneously created ordering of topological charges, typically resulting in a zero net orbital angular momentum. Recent theoretical studies predict that the ability to control the ordering of topological charges in a periodic polariton lattice could offer information storage and processing capabilities [16] , as well as pave the way for realisation of topologically protected edge currents [17] .
In this work, we employ an exciton-polariton condensate in a 1D buried mesa array of polariton traps [see Fig. 1(a) ] [18] [19] [20] [21] to observe the formation of excitonpolariton vortex chains. Due to the non-equilibrium character of condensation, controlled loading of polaritons into distinct energy bands can be realised by shaping the optical excitation beam [18, 22, 23] . Under the conditions of incoherent optical pumping, we observe vortex chains characterised by different distributions of the topological charge (orbital angular momentum) along the array. By shaping the pump beam, we demonstrate switching between the two vortex chains with topological charges of the same or opposite sign. Such topological states represent the vortex analogs of one-dimensional spin systems with ferromagnetic and anti-ferromagnetic configurations, whereby the role of spin is played by the orbital angular momentum at each lattice site.
Experiment.-The experiment is performed using 1D mesa arrays microstructured in an AlAs/AlGaAs microcavity with 12 GaAs quantum wells, as described in [ 18, 19, 22] . Mesas of d = 2.0 µm diameter are separated centre-to-centre by the distance of a = 4.0 µm, with the effective polariton potential depth of ∼ 5.5 meV for each mesa, as sketched schematically in Fig. 1(a) . The exciton-polariton condensate is formed spontaneously by pumping the microcavity with a cw laser, which injects free carriers well above the exciton energy. The pump beam has a FWHM dimension of 20 × 20 µm, and illuminates approximately 5 mesas in the array. The Rabi splitting in the sample is ∼ 11.5 meV.
In the regime of low excitation powers, below condensation threshold, the dispersion (energy vs. in-plane momentum) of exciton polaritons reveals the band-gap structure imposed by the periodicity of the trapping potential in the lateral (x) direction, as described in [18, 22] . Both the ground (s) and the excited (p) bands of the characteristic band-gap spectrum of extended Bloch states can be seen in Fig. 1(b) . A large band gap is seen between the ground and the first excited bands, indicating proximity to the tight-binding regime. The most relevant physics arises due to the essentially 2D Bloch states forming via hybridisation of the higher-order bound states (p-modes) of the individual mesas, shown as a dotted lines in the Fig. 1 (b) . Depending on a spatial orientation of the p-modes with respect to the array, they hybridise into two distinct Bloch subbands, namely, σ-bonding and π-bonding bands [see Fig. 1(a) , inset].
In the regime of strong excitation, the fast energy relaxation towards lower Bloch states is accompanied by the stimulated bosonic scattering into selected states with maximum gain [18] . In the system under con- sideration, the second Bloch band, formed via bonding of the p-modes (dipoles) of individual mesas, becomes strongly populated as the power of the laser excitation grows [ Fig. 2 (a),(d) ]. As a rule, the condensation occurs in the vicinity of the high-symmetry points in the dispersion bands corresponding to zero group velocities [28] [29] [30] , either in the middle of the Brillouin Zone (BZ) or at its edges, depending on a particular spatial shape of the pumping spot. As shown below, the spatial distribution of the condensate in the form of the vortex chain can be interpreted as a phase-locked superposition of such 2D, higher-order Bloch states in the array. Therefore the formation of vortex states in our system is uniquely enabled by condensation of exciton polaritons into a non-ground Bloch state of the 1D array of 2D mesas. Moreover, depending on the pumping conditions, it is possible to populate Bloch states with different symmetries within the same band and, as a consequence, to switch between the vortex chains with "staggered" [ Fig. 2  (b),(c) ] or "aligned" [ Fig. 2 (e),(f) ] topological charges.
In the first configuration, the array of mesa traps is pumped by a large pump spot [ Fig. 2(a) , inset]. At the higher pump powers, exciton polaritons undergo transi-tion to bosonic condensation. Above-threshold dispersion indicates that the σ-bonding band is strongly occupied at the edges of the first BZ (k x = π/a) and experiences blueshift due to interaction with incoherent excitonic reservoir injected by the pump [see the dotted white lines in Fig. 2(a) ]. An additional subset of occupied states, arising from the π-bonding modes, is visible in the middle of the BZ (k x = 0) and is detectable only for the k y = 0 far-field components of the cavity photoluminescence. Real-space measurements [Figs. 2(b),(c) ] show a condensate distribution in the form of a chain of singlecharge vortices with alternating sign of the topological charge (−1, 1, −1, 1...) or (using the spin-chain classification) "anti-ferromagnetic" configuration. The distribution of the topological charges along the chain is confirmed by using the Michelson interferometry, whereby one arm of the interferometer undergoes ×40 magnification to create a defect-free reference beam [2(c)].
In the second configuration, the array of mesa traps is pumped by a large pump spot, but the mesa array itself is shielded from the optical excitation by an optical mask [ Fig. 2(d) , inset]. The dispersion measurement above condensation threshold shows that the exciton polaritons occupy the energy states in the middle of the first and the second BZs. In the real space and interferometry images, a vortex chain with the topological charges (1, 1, 1, 1 
...) is observed [Figs. 2(e),(f)]
, which corresponds to the "ferromagnetic" ordering. Remarkably, this "ferromagnetic" ordering signifies the formation of a chiral state of the exciton-polariton condensate in the 1D array due to non-zero net orbital angular momentum.
Theory and Discussions.-In what follows, we present a simple, intuitive theory of the observed effects. More precisely, we show that a phase-locked superposition of two Bloch states within the highly-populated second energy band of the array results in the formation of both the "ferromagnetic" and "anti-ferromagnetic" chains discussed above.
First, it is instructive to analyse the dispersion relation and the Bloch states of the array in the single-particle linear limit. Solving the standard eigenvalue problem in the photon-exciton basis with the trapping potential for photons [21] , we find the dispersion of the Bloch modes within both σ-and π-bonding subbands shown in Figs. 3  (a),(d) . Without loss of generality, it is convenient to represent the condensate in the polariton basis. Then we can assume that the condensed fraction of the exciton polaritons above threshold can be represented as a superposition of the two Bloch modes:
ψ(x, y, t) = a(t)B σ (x, y)e −iωa(ka)t+ikax + (1)
where the order parameter can be characterised by the complex slowly-varying amplitudes a(t) and b(t) associated with the Bloch states B σ (x, y) and B π (x, y) in the σ-and π-subbands, respectively. Spatial profiles of the selected Bloch modes are shown in Figs. 3 (a),(d) . A spatial overlap of the Bloch modes with the pump beam determines their effective pumping rates [23] . A large pump spot overlaps strongly with both of the subband components, and therefore both components of the condensate are equally occupied. Above condensation threshold the exciton polaritons condense into the respective minima of the subbands, namely at the edge of the BZ for σ-subband (k a = ±π/a) and in the middle of BZ for the π-subband (k b = 0). Note that the energy difference between these two states in the low-density (linear) limit is vanishingly small, i.e. ω π (π/a) − ω σ (0) ≈ 0. As discussed below, the nonlinear effects, such as polariton-and reservoir-polariton interactions, as well as local gain-saturation effects result in the blueshift and phase-locking between these two Bloch modes in the high-density regime. The respective superposition of the Bloch modes with equal amplitudes and a fixed phase of π/2 forms a sequence of vortices with the alternating charges, as shown in Figs. 3 (b),(c) . Therefore, similar to the experiment, a phase-locked state of the two Bloch modes can form an "anti-ferromagnetic" chain of vortices.
The situation changes if the array itself is shielded from optical excitation. In this case, the π-subband has a larger overlap with the pump spot due to the spatial orientation of the on-site dipoles. This leads to an imbalance in the effective pumping rates of the two subbands [ Fig. 3(d) ]. As a result, the polaritons first condense in the π-subband in the middle of the BZ (k b = 0) and experience stronger reservoir-induced blue shift. This blue shift can compensate the initial linear frequency mismatch between the σ and π Bloch modes, given as ω π (0) − ω σ (0) = 0 [see Fig. 3 (d) ]. Above the condensation threshold, a superposition of these two Bloch modes with the fixed phase (π/2) gives rise to the vortex chain with the same topological charges in the "ferromagnetic" configuration [see Figs. 3 (e),(f)].
In order to understand the phase-locking mechanism qualitatively discussed above, it is necessary to consider the nonlinear effects. The full dynamics of excitonpolariton condensation in the one-dimensional mesa array for moderate pump powers above threshold can be reliably reproduced by the two-dimensional mean-field dynamical model taking into account energy relaxation due to quantum and thermal fluctuations in the system [24, 25] . It consists of the open-dissipative GrossPitaevskii equation for the condensate wave-function incorporating stochastic fluctuations and coupled to the rate equation for the excitonic reservoir created by the off-resonant cw pump [18, 25] . For the sake of simplicity, it is convenient to assume that the incoherent reservoir rapidly reaches the stationary density. Under this assumption, the reservoir density can be expressed explicitly and the model becomes closely related to that derived in [26] . Then, by using the ansatz in the form (2), the standard model [24] for the incoherently pumped polaritons with a relevant normalization can be written as (for the detailed derivation of the model see the Supplemental Materials [27] ):
where Γ a,b = (iR/2 + g r / ) P b /γ r − iγ c /2, γ c is the loss rate for the condensed polaritons, g r accounts for the strength of the blue shift of the coherent polaritons due to their interaction with the incoherent reservoir, γ r is the loss rate of the incoherent reservoir particles, R is the stimulated scattering rate into the condensed state, P a , P b are the effective pump rates for the respective Bloch modes, and ∆ a,b = ω a,b − ω σ,π . The complex coefficients ξ a , ξ b , ξ ab ,ξ ab ,ξ ba account for both polariton-polariton and reservoir-polariton interactions, as well as the effect of gain saturation due to reservoir depletion. First, we consider the "anti-ferromagnetic" configuration which is associated with a balanced excitation of both Bloch modes (P a = P b ). Extensive numerical simulations of the model (2),(2) with random initial conditions proves the existence of a stable steady-state solution with equal amplitudes |a| = |b| and a fixed phase difference between Bloch modes φ a − φ b = π/2 + πn, where n is integer number [as shown in Figs. 4(a),(b) ]. This confirms the existence of a phase-locked superposition of Bloch modes resulting in the "anti-ferromagnetic" vortex chain.
In the case of the "ferromagnetic" configuration, as discussed above, there is an imbalance in the effective pumping of the two subbands, i.e. P a < P b . Numerical simulations for the Bloch mode with the non-zero frequency detuning ∆ ab = ∆ b (0) − ∆ b (0) = 0 and imbalanced pumping show that there exist stable states with almost equal amplitudes and locked phase φ a − φ b ≈ π/2 + πn [as seen in Figs. 4(c),(d) ].
Conclusion.-To summarise, we experimentally demonstrated vortex chains with both "ferromagnetic" and "anti-ferromagnetic" distributions of topological charges in an exciton-polariton condensate loaded into a 1D array of mesa traps, and supported our observations by a coupled-mode theory for the Bloch states. This research opens an avenue for using the current advanced nanofabrication techniques to create and manipulate stable exciton-polariton vortex chains in microstructured potentials. Furthermore, controlled loading of the exciton-polariton condensate into a topologically ordered state offers interesting possibilities for future realisation of topologically protected exciton-polariton currents [17] .
